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The Arc-Welder

Dedication:

I hate you. You know who you are.

***

We used to say there’d come a day
we’d all be making songs
and finding better words.
These ideas never lasted long.
—Richard Thompson, “Meet on the Ledge”

Flips face-mask up and down
to shield his eyes from white-hot light
to hide white-hot eyes
fueled by an acetelyne source.
He is valve with broken gauge,
tank,
hose,
tool and tip,
sparking in an arc.
He does not bind.
He does not seal.
He cannot make them one.
He does not weld.
It all grows cold.
A welding torch is useless on flesh . . .
we burn,
hope smokes.
We do not join.
Shake hands.
Stay two arm-lengths apart . . .
Do not hold.
***
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Eskimo Jesus
with tattoos
paddled his rowboat along the Thames
into my reverie.
His oars, long-handled mirrors,
reflected the divinity in his face.
Stereophonic,
I watched from both shores
—hoping he would begin to sing.
Many crowds had gathered.
They all looked like ideas.
They spoke the mystic tongue
only deaf people comprehend
—a language I imagined I once knew.
The idea-crowds had not gathered to watch Eskimo Jesus
with tattoos . . . they had come to fill reverie with possibility.
If they had been believers they might have prayed,
“Sing, Eskimo Jesus with tattoos . . .
		
sing a song about morning and belonging!”

But they were not believers.
Eskimo Jesus with tattoos kept paddling.
Eskimo Jesus with tattoos kept paddling,
as the Thames curved into and out of itself,
becoming an enormous, watery,
Arabic numeral
		
8.
Eskimo Jesus with tattoos pulled in his oars,
and let the currents take him—
		
around and around
		
and in
		
and out.
Eventually the crowds drifted away
’til there were no ideas.
I too went home to be about my father’s business.
However, for the remainder of the day-dream, I was singing,
“It’s nice to wake beside you,
		
to greet today together,
		
to place my arms about you,
		
my sky embracing sunlight,” my father harmonizing.
***
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Saboteur J. Junior

July 5th

“I will scour pretension off every innerscape,
and destroy all artifice in an explosion of composition,”
vowed the saboteur—who did not hesitate—
though knowing he himself would be buried under subtleties
when he ignited his fireball of words,
leaving behind only burning, twisted parts of speech,
amid charred forms we seekers would excavate and sift,
desperately looking for wounded sentences that might have survived
—phrases that waited patiently like precious stones to be mined—
as if sapphire, jasper, jade.

Driftwood summer. Brooding, solemn, pure,
humid. (Whisper: “Evening. . . balsam air.”)
Raptor Angel. Clouded, lacework moon.
Anger. Grizzle. Haggard, tragic yawn.

He did not imagine how hunters would marvel at his eloquence,
whispering beneath stylistic debris, saying,
“i rubbed pleasure into cracks and still it crumbled,”
(and even fainter, “françesca . . . ”),
or how our probative ears would identify stoicism
as it percolated into sadness,
then how we would dig deeper, faster, worrying.

Stubborn mattress. Sleepy. Wet.
Lesion. Sutures. Achy gut.
Bedpan. Jaundice. Greasy spit.
Lucent colors dim.
Vacant slippers dream.
Lonesome death.
Poor Dad . . .
***

He did not expect he could somehow emerge
from that scatter-cover of paper bricks,
smudged in inky soul-dust,
while clutching pages of his expressive device to cover his humility.
He had not felt any need to be unearthed,
or particularly want to be revealed
as so peculiarly, so remarkably, so admirably authentic.
He will factor surprise into future calculations.
He will rewire
and again
Inspire.
***
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Dog and Poet
Always a dog.
Newly a poet.
Circling in antiseptic transactions:
creative collisions, barely touching—
nipping;
weekly brushes with intimacy—
sniffing;
listening, devoted,
inoculated against comprehension—
panting;
cerebral claws dumb—
but scratching.
Ideas are only whimpers of ecstasy.
Chew on unfulfilled ideas
and play dead.
You’re such a good dog.
I bite!
my teeth contaminated suggestions, I gnaw on hope.
Beg! Lie down!
Feral, I root at your mind until bone is revealed and surrenders,
drooling.
We write!
Word becomes flesh. Possibilities unleashed . . .
Up! Up! Stand!
Roll over. Be a good poet . . .
Smile your well-groomed smile,
speak your fetching words.
Sit.
Stay.
Obey.
Eventually we’ll run rabid together,
across the seductive distance between intellect and instinct
—howling.
Now, give me a paw.
Give me applause.
***
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Howard Went Up to the Delicatessen of the Lord
And the Lord spoke forth from a burning bagel,
yet the bagel was not consumed by flame.
Then the Lord called, “Howard!”—Howard was floored.
Howard replied, “That’s my name . . . ”
“No,” said the Lord, “I re-name you Herbert.
Herbert you are, forevermore.”
Herbert, formerly Howard, asked, “Lord—
what the Hell did you do that for?”
“’Cause I wanted to name somebody Herbert,”
the Lord said, “I like the sound of it.
You’re the first Herbert I ever named.”
Then Herbert muttered, “Shit—
People will call me ‘Herb’ and ‘Herbie,’
as if ‘Howie’ wasn’t bad enough.”
“My ways are mysterious,” explained the Lord.
“Deal with it. Life is tough.
I could have renamed you ‘Dewey,’ ‘Eugene,’
—remember the boy named Sue . . . ?
I switched my son’s handle to ‘Jesús’ . . . Jesús!
My niño’s a very unusual Jew.”
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“Forgive me if I have angered you, Lord,”
said Herbert. The Lord said, “Okay.
I am full of compassion and mercy, Herbie—
and I am just. Oh! By the way . . .
as regards your last name, ‘Smith,’ too boring . . .
I can’t stand it. Kinda lame . . .
‘Smith,’ it makes me think of a cough drop . . .
‘Smith’ is a common, pedestrian name.
“Henceforth your last name is changed to ‘Hynde,’
H•Y•N•D•E
You are ‘Herbie Hynde.’ Ha-Ha!”
said the Lord, giggling humorously.
“Last week I altered Alfred Davis,
enjoying a bit of omnipotent fun.
Now he’s Harold Balzac. ‘Harry Balzac . . . ’
That’s a hilarious one!”
“You have to be kidding!”
“Nope. I did it,”
said the Lord (who-does-what-He-wills).
“I could make elephants fly if I wanted.
You gotta admit I got skills—
which I’ll demonstrate by changing your face:
Bang!—some big buck teeth . . .
Boom!—jug ears, freckles, a uni-brow,
and crossed beady-eyes underneath
a receding hairline . . . Zap! pointed head . . .
Wham!—new nose, hairy pimple . . .
Snap!—you have fish lips . . . Slam! —herpes sores . . .
Bam!—double-chin with a dimple!”
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“Anything else, Lord?”
“Yeah, get ready for webbed toes on your feet,
and Pow!—a superfluous mammary.”
“What?”
“You now have a extra teat!”
“Must you, Lord?”
“Yup. It’s simply my whimsy displaying divine redesigning.”
“Please, Lord, I beg you to reconsider . . . ”
“No way. Sorry, Herb. Stop whining!”
Herbert Hynde (the previous Howard Smith)
inquired of the Lord, “why me?”
and the Lord looked at Herb as the holy bagel
that held the Lord burned continuously.
“I don’t know, Herbie-boy,” smiled the Almighty,
as a knife and fork changed to His rod and staff,
“I can’t quite put my finger on it . . .
Something about you makes me laugh!”
And the Lord rose up out of the holy bagel.
And the delicatessen was filled with smoke.
And the Lord ordered one cheese blintz and a coffee.
And Herbie Hynde sat there
not getting the joke.
***
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Rhode Island Love Story
Jasper came home covered in blood. Most of his insides were outside.
He staggered into the parlor towards Molly reading her TV Guide.
She said, “Dammit Jasper, what have you done? You forgot
the Kentucky Fried!”
“I’m mighty sorry, Molly,” he said. “Apparently I have died.”
“Dammit Jasper, how can that be?” she asked him, mystified.
“Dammit Molly, these things happen . . . get the formaldehyde.”
“Dammit Jasper, Letterman’s on . . . you don’t look that bad,”
she lied.
Then Jasper sat down. They laughed at Dave,
as the blood on their carpet dried.
Molly asked, “Who do you think is better: Letterman or Jon
Stewart?”
“I don’t know, Molly . . . I’m thirsty as heck . . . Is there any
embalming fluid?”
“Dammit Jasper, next thing I guess you’ll be wanting a rabbi or priest
—which would be premature as we’re not even sure you’re
dyed-in-the-wool deceased!”
“Dammit Molly, I’m dead on my feet . . . I think I’ll hit the sack . . .”
Then Jasper fetched a spade, and dug a dirt-bed out in back.
The following morning it took a while for Jasper to clear his head
and address the question of what to do now
given that he was (possibly) dead.
He showered, shaved, and brushed his teeth and realized as he dressed
that he’d slept pretty well; though, truth to tell,
it was not Eternal Rest . . .
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“Dammit Molly,” he said to his wife as he came through
the kitchen door,
“we need to decide how we’re going to proceed
if I am, in fact, no more . . .
As I see it, the options which lie before me have limited attraction:
taxidermy, incineration, or interment with putrefaction,
any of which are rather unpleasant if I’ve not truly shit the bed.”
“Dammit Jasper, maybe it’s best if I simply freeze you instead!”
“Dammit Molly, what are you thinking?
I’d be sure to catch a death . . . ”
“Dammit, that’s the least of your worries . . .
so save your final breath.”
“Dammit Molly, given my putative, probable recent demise,
maybe we ought to wait a few days to see if I’m going to rise!”
“Dammit Jasper, you’re not The Redeemer.
You’re not a loaf of bread . . .
but whoever, whatever, you’ve become, I’ll stand by the man I wed.”
“Dammit Molly, I love you to death,” he tenderly said,
happy-hearted.
“Dammit Jasper, I love you too, my doubtfully dearly departed!”
Molly found coupons for KFC, a few blocks away in Pawtucket.
They finally dined on their chicken together.
Jasper kicked the empty bucket.
***

Farmer’s Market (My Vegetable Past)
Near the end of my college education,
I got into veggie experimentation.
Regrettably, as a related result, I joined a vegetable-satanist cult,
and underwent horrid humiliation to pass through
their secret initiation:
The sadistic vegetable-satanists
tied string-beans and pea-pods around my wrists;
I was told to sit in the corner, shut up,
and drink carrot-juice from a plasticene cup.
Then they took off my jacket, and one of my shoes,
and forced me to read Agricultural News.
Just by the hairs on my chinny-chin-chin I survived the ordeal.
The cult voted me in.
They gave me my vegetable-satanist name,
and from that moment onward Joe Coleman became:
“His Satanic, Majestic, Infernal Dark Lord
of the Wicked Zucchini, Anathema Gourd,
		
and Nasty, Annoying, Demonically Evil
		
Cabbage infested with Rootworm and Weevil;
—His Royal Red Radish, deriving All-Power
from the Double-Horned, Cloven-Hoofed Cauliflower;
—And the Deputy Sheriff of Bottomless Pit,
filled with Fire and Brimstone, Hot Peppers, and shit;
—The Devilish Pitchfork-wielding Bane
of Butternut Squash and Cucumber stain;
—The Garlic-breath, Turnip-Head Minion . . . Joe!”
It’s a long honorific.
It’s stupid.
I know.
Then the blasphemous Mark of the Beet was applied.
I was manicured . . . pedicured . . . plain terrified
they might re-style my hair or trim down my beard.
(I’m grateful they didn’t . . . that would have been weird!)
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I took part in rituals that filled me with shame.
These all involved produce. The leeks were to blame . . .
—like offering our souls to the Great Brussels Sprout
and crowning a Candied Yam, dancing about
the Enthroned Potato—or bending the knee
at the Altar of Cream Cheese on Celery
—or the communal baking of fresh pumpkin pie.

Weeks of Absent Muse
(from the Jacobin Cycle)

I watched innocent organic vegetables die.

Once your words were a welcome flood.
Where has that sweeter water gone?
—Down to a brackish, sluggish river.
Those weeks have gone to choke with weeds in mud.

At two A.M. once, we all walked to a farm
and, after disabling the rooster-alarm,
we kidnapped some onions and ears of corn,
and filmed videos of sick vegetable porn;
rough, lurid, three-way onion action;
corn ears getting audio satisfaction;
corn-kernel-lingus; raw onion kink;
cream of corn; onion skin . . . worse than you think!
Then we slaughtered the onions in sacrifice.
We sliced them and cooked them up with some white rice,
and we ate them!—while chanting “Uncle Ben!
Uncle Ben!” over and over again . . .
In our leek-induced frenzy we satanically
digested the pilaf.
The corn was set free.

Those weeks were a frantic river.
I was thirsty for your rush
when what I wanted to, could not, say
flowed thru’ your cool, clear voice.

Once your liquid tongue lapped my thirst,
and once you were waters that sang “Rejoice!”
as I heard the happy rippling gush of rapid sparkling diamond-streams
of
(everything is not what it seems.)
All is now in stagnant slime immersed.
And once just your smile was a welcome flood.
You sparkled,
my frantic, rejoicing rush.

That was my breaking point.
I’d had enough . . .
I abandoned the cult and got off the stuff.
I joined a Gourmet Club, resumed eating meat,
and cleaned up my act, my cult life complete.
I went back to the college and got my degree.
The vegetable-satanist life’s not for me.
I burned all the videos ultimately.
There’s no market for veggie pornography!
***
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These weeks I stand on deafened banks on the darker side
of murky choice
as inference trickles heavy
slow
like wasted time. Like blood.
Only slugs and bracken grow in weeds and slime and mud.
But once your liquid tongue laughed at thirst.
Where is your clean, cool voice?
Seeped into root-rotted underbrush,
wherever our sweetest waters go.
You harden, a choked, forgotten hush in stagnant slime immersed.
These weeks are a sluggish river.
A silent witness.
My choice: to wait for your swollen corpse to burst,
having washed out the echoes of your fresh voice
in the brackish water first.
***
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Thoughtful

The Big Stop

He searched around for “the perfect gift”
to give to his best and only friend
on his birthday. He’d know he was thinking of him
—but he didn’t have much to spend.

How amusingly antic they are
driving their silly clown car;
a big bunch of bozos,
slap-happy stooges,
circling,
bouncing
—Bizarre!
Beeping and honking,
they cough,
they choke,
as wheel rims scrape,
and flat tires slide
until, with a “POP!”
it comes to a stop
concluding their pointless ride.
There’s a gigantic geyser of smoke . . .
Fourteen fools jump out of the joke.
How did they all fit inside?

He considered a book, since he likes to read,
or something more personal he might need;
a pull-over sweater or sweater-vest,
so he could go places appearing well-dressed.
In shops and stores with crowded aisles,
indecisive, he hunted meandering . . .
There were so many options from which to choose.
Then at last he discovered the ideal thing.
A box at home would fit just right . . .
He rolled it in tissue and placed it inside . . .
He folded the box. He taped the box tight.
The wrapping paper he used was white.
He tied it with ribbon, then finally
inscribed the gift card. Quote: “This is for me.”
When he looked at his one gift, he felt excited.
When he opened the gift, he was simply delighted.

Laugh!
Are you satisfied?

***
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The circus will run out of gas.
The calliope has missing keys.
There are no nets should someone drop
when a rope snaps on the trapeze.
Bring on the shovel and mop.
All flesh is nothing but grass.
Harlequin colors will fade grayish-brown,
lights will blink dark, tents will come down,
and time will disperse faint circus smells
of sawdust, popcorn, peanut shells,
Cracker Jack, candy, and waffle-cones.
The Fat Lady will be skin and bones.
In this, the last of the one-horse towns,
they burn dead elephants.
Grieve
for dead clowns.
***

Welcome Home
(“whisper . . .”) said the comet gently—
		
floating—
			 drifting—
			
down—
			
down—
			
down—
			
brightly—
like an open doorway on a cold night in December,
bringing warmth of get-togethers.
It softly nestled,
comfortable,
and with a feather’s impact
lightly—
left a scar of gratitude.
We met in fortunate collision;
your glistening trajectory—
		
blazing—
		
golden—
		
tenderly—
		
descended in a muted hush
		
brushing jewel-dust while exploding
		
onto my glad consciousness.
Meeting you reminded me
how long I’ve been away from home.
Enjoying you is coming back
to celebrate a holiday.
***
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Questions
I grew up in a different time . . .
I’ve watched societal values change . . .
So I question myself, “Am I being creepy?”
I wonder if maybe I’m strange.
I try very hard to avoid being creepy.
I think there are too many creepy old men.
Is it okay for me then to ask for your panties
—or am I being creepy again?
Can I ask all your friends what you’re going to be doing,
so I can just show up wherever you go
—so I can just sit there and stare at you, drooling?
Would that be too creepy? ’Cause I never know.
If I followed you back home, would that be too creepy?
Do you mind if I peek through your windows at night,
and get a few snapshots of you while undressing?
Is that being creepy?
Would that be alright?

Or perhaps I could hide somewhere dark—like your closet,
crawl out of the shadows . . .
and watch as you sleep . . .
and lean over you like I’m going to kiss you . . .
But, you’d probably think I’m a creep,
Like the time I called at two in the morning,
and started loud breathing into the phone—
then, after a while, in a deep voice mumbled,
“What are you wearing? Are you there alone?”
Remember that humid day last September,
you caught me lapping the seat of your car . . ?
probing the glove box . . ? sniffing the vinyl . . ?
Was that being creepy or going too far?
Is it weird to ask for a bottle of bathwater,
root in your trash?
Is it crossing a line
to dump-dive for something that smells like you touched it?

And supposing I Photoshopped your yearbook picture
onto the computer-porno I get . . .
—would that be over-the-top and creepy?
God forbid I should make you upset . . .

I’m making a shrine
of your toiletries, hairbrush, a half-eaten burger,
and one precious size-seven black leather shoe.
I’ve been looking real hard for some discarded panties . . .
Does that seem too creepy to you?

If I broke in and took home your shower curtain
(like I broke in and took home your bedsheets last week . . . ),
would you think I’m a creep?
I just need to be certain
		 you wouldn’t start treating me like I’m a freak.

I don’t want to be creepy . . .
but maybe I am.
Maybe it’s hard showing how much I care . . .
Is it too old-fashioned to tell you I love you
—and how much I’d treasure your used underwear?
***
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The Conquering Wind
I go to the window . . . look out the window
. . . open the window, doing this so
the sensuous lips of a sultry spring wind can blow
—blow all through my place, the wind in my face.
Then a tropical gust from the humid south
gathers me into its mouth.
I stand and tremble deep in its throat.
I close my eyes as curtains float, getting blown about.
“Blow Me!” I stammer, roar, bellow, snarl, shout,
“Blow Me!” I plead and pant. “Blow Me!” I pout . . .
And the wind is wet. And the wind is warm.
The wind is a rhythmic, convulsing storm.
“Blow Me!” I gasp, sputter, murmur, and moan
—being blown.

BLOW ME! Hurricane—Nature’s gale—
Boreas—BLOW ME! BLOW ME! and then
West Wind, East Wind—swallow, exhale!
I am a pinwheel.
BLOW ME AGAIN!
Wild wind, wanton wind, all mine alone—
chortling, weak-kneed, I shiver and groan—
being blown with a passion like I’ve never known.
I love it! I LOVE IT! I LOVE TO GET BLOWN!”
I close the window . . . lock the window
. . . walk from the window and smile.
I sit in my chair, look out the window,
and then it rains for a while.
***

“Wind, wrap me with moistened, velvety jaws . . .
Take me! Inhale me! Engulf me because
I am autumn leaves . . . I am falling snow.
Twisting-tongue, tonsils of tempest, BLOW!
Breeze or tornado or zephyr . . . YES! OH!
Puff and force back and forth blowing me. BLOW!
Blow me hard, easy . . . go faster! Go slow!
Suctioning vortex swirling around,
gurgle with slippery, consuming sound.
Kiss me! BLOW ME! Sirocco—cyclone—typhoon—BLOW ME!”
(I’m being blown . . . )
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Table of Pine
We meet in the Non-Existent Café.
I’m being consumed by familiar hunger.
Mannered acids of self-restraint burn inside.
—and I hate this table.
I sit on the edge of idolatry. I sip from a glass of pure potential.
You nibble familiarities flavored with sprinkled pleasantries.
And we pick and we poke at conversation.
I hate this obstruction of a table.
I help myself to a lingering glance. . .
my laser-focused obsession savors the warmth as we share
a side-order of smiles across the barricade called a table.
I’d prefer to taste one lengthy embrace:
arms entwined, shut-eyed, sated,
metronome hearts in syncopation,
holding each other like silverware.
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But this stupid table is in the way—
this tacit no-man’s-land—this minefield—
I want to leap over this hurdle—this table.
I want to be food as it meets your mouth.
I hate the wooden separation, this goddamn divisive little table—
because of its narrow-minded defiance,
while craving a serving of tempting touch,
I swallow only proximity stuck on my side of its mocking width—
because we are fenced off from each other.
Small distance brings me close to starvation—
because of one arbitrary table I’m forced to dine on frustrated desire.
Damn the table and damn dessert! Sweet is bitter as dinner ends.
I pay the bill. You’ve had your fill. All the pie is gone.
All we are is friends.
Damp dreams can never ignite a flame, and you and I are not a match.
We leave. Then the cruel table gossips with genuine couples
through the night.
***
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This Jade Museum
(a Guided Tour . . . )
We welcome you to the Institute of Modern Lies and Denials:
our collection of “friendly acquaintances”
with warmly deceptive smiles;
an exhibition of artistry foisted on gullible hearts,
where phonies get frames and duplicities hang
for all lovers of the Arts.
There are two-faced canvasses, varnished untruths,
excuses and alibis,
painted by hands with fingers crossed to captivate ignorant eyes . . .
In our Hall of Cruel Disappointments and our Gallery of Deceit,
the fork-tongued brushwork makes the bitterness taste
like something sweet.
We hope you enjoy these fallacies . . .
We hope you’ll appreciate fraud . . .
Kindly be quiet during the tour.
Please do not laugh or applaud . . .
We begin with these cordial imposters:
See how their false teeth gleam?
Both of them are pretending. Neither is who they seem.
Perhaps they are meeting and saying “hello”
or promising to keep in touch.
Do they say “goodbye”? It doesn’t matter . . .
Words don’t amount to much.

This next face appears to be tender
but is really, in fact, insincere . . .
This one is pouring fabrications into that other one’s ear . . .
This shows a public persona . . .
This is a hidden desire . . .
This one is bogus . . . That one’s a fake . . .
This is a master liar . . .
This shows a stooge taking hook, line, and sinker . . .
This is a flim-flammer selling some soap . . .
This is a con-artist running a scam on a poor unsuspecting dope . . .
This is a fool who was strung along,
and the someone who cut the rope . . .
This is a broken promise (of course . . . )
This is a shattered hope . . .
This is a childlike, easy mark . . . This is an innocent youth . . .
This shows a shameless manipulator bending the flexible truth . . .
This is something that started in summer,
when one of them was naïve;
a person born yesterday, (easily tricked, eager to believe . . . )
This is an elegant fairy tale spun by a most-accomplished thief . . .
This is an aftermath—
the end of trust—
the beginning of disbelief.
These are vows and oaths, et cetera, agreements,
arrangements and such . . .
These are all fictions. They are not true. Nobody keeps in touch.
This is somebody far, far apart—afraid to approach any nearer . . .
This is a picture of disillusionment . . .
Finally, this is a mirror.
***
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Autumn
We meet again:
my firebrand,
your tinder man.
In this Museum of Fallen Leaves,
where we rustle amid remnant color,
remembering attachment,
and connection,
and how green formerly decorated our privacies.
We should break windows
as if they were rules—
let anarchic gusts
blow madness into dry displays.
Later,
in the rusty Factory of Bare Limbs
—breaking rules like glass—
you try to ignite me.
I fall and you leave again.
***
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Story of Isaac

The Lovely Haunting

The blinkered sacrificial hope
to appease his feral deity
was savage superstitious fear
which Abraham termed piety
as Isaac trussed and unaware
lay stretched across the old deceit
that God can be propitiated
by blood poured at His feet.
Angelic hands that stayed the blade
that stopped a father’s falling knife
did not assuage God’s sacred lust.
He still demanded life:
a first-born son
a paschal lamb
to slake His thirst as yet unquenched
despite the tidal
waves of
red
in which His world is drenched.

He traveled years of hopeful distance
hot within his tarnished armor.
Then came that sultry afternoon.
He came upon a feathered beach.

***

North, he found his Florida—
the hidden mythic flowing fountain.
He sipped on never-lasting youth.

(Etch this everlasting scene:
coal-crowned idol,
mighty tyrant,
whose wiry throne, whose wooden scepter,
welcomes him: “Grey foreign hero—
ask—
receive—
and take possession!”)
He, thirsty, craved the handled vessel.
Sought. Discovered.
Drank. Desiring.
With pioneering lips consumed,
exploratory fingers clutching.

Gripped by lovely haunting echoes,
remnants, ghosts, and empty vessels,
his weakly mocking aging flesh remembers one ghost willing,
singing pity for raw desperation.
He damns that phantom.
He surrenders.
Etching is the art of acids.
***
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Dolores Toodle Goes to Market
“Goodness gracious. Mercy me!
I’m all out of sugar and have little tea.
My milk and cookies are gettin’ low . . .
’Tis off to the market I go.”
So Dolores Toodle pulled up her stockings,
put on her bonnet, and started walking.
Resolute, focused, determined, resigned;
Dolores with groceries on her mind.

as if she was pointing a Colt .45 she cried,
“Nobody’s leaving this market alive unless
all of the sugar and butter and tea
are forked over to Bridie and Millie and me!
“Heads down! Don’t move! Yes, you too, dear . . .
or I’ll jab every last bloomin’ one of you here!
We’ll be wanting your cookies and crispies as well,
or I’ll sending all you sweethearts to hell!”

’Twas a glorious morning—no morning so fair—
with larkspur and lilac perfuming the air.
“And how are you today, Mrs. Millicent Warner?”
She asked of the widow who lived on the corner.

Bridie caned and disabled the security cam,
adding: “Don’t forget milk and the strawberry jam!”
She poked at the stock boy: “Your ass is mine . . .
I’ll ram this cane up where the sun don’t shine
if you even so much as look up at my face—
so do be a darlin’, ’till we blow this place.”

“Quite well, indeed, tho’ sad I am,
to have neither butter nor strawberry jam.”
Dolores replied, “I happen to be
taking steps to the market. Come walking with me.”

As Dolores and Bridie stuffed loot in their sack,
Millie went to get booze from the cooler out back.
Dolores demanded a carton of smokes,
a tin of meat, then she waved. “Toodle-oo, folks!”

Thus, two elderly women continued their way
toward the neighborhood market that glorious day.
They met old Bridie Cullen on Cavendish Street.
She was going for crisps and a tin of meat.

They hotwired a Bentley, with pedal to metal,
and Dolores was soon boiling tea in her kettle.
Back in her hide-out that night all alone,
Dolores was using her telephone
to tell her two cronies, “We certainly must
take a walk one day soon to the Savings and Trust.”

With her cane tapping flagstone she joined the parade:
a spinster—a widow—and lonely old maid.
“Sweet Jaysus and Mary,” prayed pious Dolores,
“Bless and direct and defend and watch o’er us.”
They arrived at the market. They burst through the door!
Millie Warner yelled, “All of you—down on the floor!”
Bridie flipped the sign over to the side with Closed on it,
while Dolores brandished a pin from her bonnet,
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As we age it may seem that we run out of time.
But you’re never too old for a life of crime.
***
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The Quest of Lord Evan
Lord Evan rode upon his chestnut steed,
caparisoned in velvet through the wood,
in search of where Milady’s castle stood.
He urged his charger on to greater speed.
“Had I two wings to fly, if but I could,”
Lord Evan speaking to himself didst say,
“I would beside her be this very day.
Yea, clasping, kiss her as a suitor should.
On faster, charger, fleetly run, I pray . . .
Betake me towards Milady’s lips, her arms—
Milady’s love, her sweetly pliant charms—
that we might while the starry night away!”
Through forest, field, through fen and fertile farm,
upon his faithful tired charger’s back,
Lord Evan rode as blue sky drained night-black.
“I know not her address!” he cried, alarmed.
“Methinks I’m fucking lost. Alas! Alack!”
(Milady meanwhile boinked Earl Nottamun.)
And ’ere Lord Evan’s castle-quest was done
his fucking horse died of a heart attack.
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Lord Evan then did walk. He, walking, spun
in circles—walked. “My fucking feet doth bleed!
Perchance a fucking motorbike I need . . . ”
he wept, “—a Harley fucking Davidson.
I’m lost! No fucking map to fucking read . . .
Fuck me! Oh fuck, I’ve lost a fucking shoe!
Fuck all this fucking shit! Fuck my horse too!
I’ve fucking fucked my fucking self indeed!”
Lord Evan wandered with no fucking clue
regarding where the fucking castle stood.
Far from Mi-fucking-lady’s neighborhood
he swore and cursed her, “Fuck you, fucking shrew!
I fucking feel like I’m a fucking clown.
Why can’t you fucking live fucking downtown,
as all my other fucking girlfriends do?
Of all the fucking luck . . . Go fuck a duck!”
Fuck-fuck. Fuck-fuck.
Fuck-fuck-fuck-fuck.
Fuck.
Fuck!
***
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Ravin’ Lunatic
Once upon a weeknight chilly, while I talked with Bart and Billy,
over many a frosty foamy bottle of Budweiser beer,
suddenly a sphincter parted; someone rudely crudely farted,
like an engine when jump-started . . . loud and long and clear.
Someone indiscreetly farted. Loud. And long. And clear.
				
It assailed both nose and ear.
Vividly I still recall, ’twas Wednesday in the waning fall:
we three seated by the wall—nobody else was near.
Gas exploded. We three felt it. Swiftly spreading, we three smelt it.
Bart suspected Billy dealt it. It was me (the beer . . . ).
Billy guessed ’twas Bart who dealt it. It was me (the beer . . . ).
				Me, the blowhard musketeer.
Startled by such sonic boom, enveloped in a reeking fume,
drinking in the stinking room, Bart pushed aside his beer
obviously unamused. I played dumb and looked confused,
as Billy, blinking, was accused by Bart’s indicting jeer
—Bart’s bombastic, misdirected, sharp, sarcastic jeer,
				
“Bill, do you have diarrhea?”
“What putrescence did you eat?” Bill asked, leaping from his seat.
Bart was faster on his feet and slugged Bill in the ear.
Then came further seismic shaking,
’twas my mighty wind ’a breaking,
breaking like Mount Etna waking. (Me again . . . ) Oh dear!
—rotten eggs in sulfur baking. Me again (oh dear!)
				—maybe reaching North Korea.
Far less fragrant than a sewer, steaming heaps of cow manure
shoveled on the rancid compost heaps of yesteryear.
Fouler than Marine latrines after meals of pork ’n beans,
—like something crawled inside and tried to hide then died, I fear
—died and dried inside of me. It rankly stank, I fear
				
—just as bad as diarrhea.
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Had I worn my spandex suit, the forceful pressure of that toot
would have made my hind-end quarters bubble, looking queer.
Not a dookie, not a deuce, but methane leaked from my caboose
would make my booty like a pair of lower lungs appear;
like some breathing, backporch-butthole-bagpipes might appear
				—fart-inflated towards the rear.

when one final nasty tune, ejected from my ass-bassoon
(enough to fill a large balloon), defiled the atmosphere.
Guilty culprit, without question, I endeavored this confession,
“’Tis a touch of indigestion,” I explained, sincere.
“’Tis my chronic indigestion,” said I, quite sincere.
				
“No, I don’t have diarrhea.”

Should I, speaking, clear the air? Perhaps inspect my underwear?
I continued sitting there, politely sipping beer,
wondering if cutting cheese can ruin brand new BVDs,
when yet more ghastly bowel-breeze escaped for all to hear.
Shooting from the hip, I let ’er rip for all to hear
				
—glad it was not diarrhea.

“I am cursed with flatulence. Its aromatic evidence
is guaranteed to cause offense, whenever I drink beer.
Permit me to apologize before another butt-burp flies.”
I watched Bart and Billy, scowling, quickly disappear.
I have watched a lot of people, sickly, disappear
				—as if smelling diarrhea.

With Bart and Billy busy fighting—punching, pinching,
kicking, biting—
perching, as it were, upon my stool, I drank my beer,
’whilst from out my rearward door there didst pour in ceaseless roar,
noises many morons in the Bronx would think a cheer
—noxious notes those Gotham goats and Bronx boobs call a cheer
				—ending Jeter’s long career.

Mayhaps ’tis an unwelcome guest in my orchestral small intestine
causing me to flatulate . . . Mayhaps ’tis but a mere
constipate of yeast and hops, causing crackles, snaps, and pops.
Mayhaps I’ll switch to whole-grain breads and stop consuming beer.
Lenore (that bitch Lenore) in vain said, “Stop consuming beer.
				
Now and then have a sangria!”

Billy poking, pugilistic, versus Bart, antagonistic,
locked in mortal combat choking, having no idea
of the foetid, bilious source (’twas my foghorn blasts of course . . .
much more odorific than the low tide in Revere.
Such a thick, horrific stench it dignified Revere).
				
Do such blowouts leave a smear?
The colon-trumpet, bum-kazoo, fanny-trumpet proudly blew
vapor only. “Where’s the poo, my keester-chanticleer?”
I, unmoved, to myself muttered, even as my heinie sputtered
like a tractor-trailer having trouble shifting gear
—a tractor-trailer growling, rasping, howling shifting gear.
				
I, embarrassed, shed a tear—
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If you too have this condition, listen to my admonition,
lest every bar you enter for a mug of suds shall clear:
squeeze the cheeks. Plug up the butt. Keep the rectal portal shut.
Cork the bottled gas you’ve got or no one shall come near.
Cap the crap-trap tight, alright?—or no one shall come near.
				They’ll assume it’s diarrhea.
This has gone on long enough. Here’s anti-climactic stuff:
Bill became a celebrated seltzer-water skier.
Bart’s pursuing Martial Arts. I was treated for my farts.
And, as regards Lenore, I closed the door. I do not see her.
Quoting both Poe and his bird, I nevermore shall see her.
				
Neither shall I drink Sangria!
***
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Litany to Saint Doofus
Saint Doofus, watch over us. Answer our prayer.
Entertain and amuse us in times of despair . . .
Saint Doofus the Silly, whack-job full of grace,
protect us from squirtguns and pies in the face . . .
Saint Doofus, you bozo, you moron, non-martyr,
notorious mooner and belcher and farter,
you cross-eyed, buck-toothed, roly-poly
comedian who taught us all laughter is holy,
Saint Doofus, you nut-case mistakenly sainted,
whose followers giggled so hard that they fainted . . .
Saint Doofus, you weirdo,
you space-shot,
you flake,
patron of pratfall,
slapstick,
double-take,
idiot sponsor of practical jokes,
refuge of asinine immature folks,
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Saint Doofus, the shelter of us chuckleheads:
the mischevious wise guys who shortsheet the beds,
and Saran Wrap the toilets,
and play stupid pranks,
we offer our gut-busting,
		knee-slapping thanks.
Saint Doofus, we call on your ludicrous name
to help us be corny and goofy and lame,
and defend us against the exploding cigar,
itching powder,
fake dog-poop.
Amen. (blah-blah-blah . . . )
***
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Rocks
can tell you.
They have experience.
Disregard the garden’s flowery speech . . .
useless discussion with tongues of flame.
Dirt lies.
Stones and rocks will explain why life is hard.
******
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This collection would not exist without the time, care, and resources
invested by Raymond and Kassandra Soulard. Thank you.
Faraday Blau permitted the use of his words. Thank you.
Scott Jacobs Jr. okayed my inclusion of his metaphor
(“pleasure . . . crumbled”) in “Saboteur J. Junior.” Thank you.
Thank you to so many in open mic communities
who inspire and encourage creativity.
Finally, to the self-appointed arbiters of artistic merit,
the perpetually indignant guardians of style, taste, and propriety,
who, easily offended, quickly judge:
Thank you for your tireless vigilance
and humorless pretensions.
It is a delight to mock you.
***
“When risk goes out of style, regret becomes fashion.”
—Faraday Blau
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